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The web-based bioinformatics platform Galaxy gained great 
popularity as a tool for allowing access to powerful compute clusters 

and sophisticated bioinformatics software with user-friendly point-

and-click interfaces1. In contrast, command line tools will always be 

more efficient for those who are comfortable working within a Unix-

like environment. Likewise, biologists who understand the computing 
environment are more likely to understand what is and is not 

computationally efficient or possible2.   The obstacle lies in training 

users with little programming experience to be comfortable with the 

command line. We have explored alternate frameworks to Galaxy 

that would allow users to design their workflows in a simplified web 
browser environment, and then automatically transfer these 

workflows into pipelines suitable for running at the command line.

 

Yabi is an alternate web-based bioinformatics platform designed by 
the Center for Comparative Genomics at Murdoch University3. It 

fulfills many of the same operations as Galaxy, and is interoperable 

with the same tools. Yabi provides a similar user experience, 

providing a graphical user interface to bioinformatics software that 

can be executed either locally or remotely. Moreover, because 
Galaxy and Yabi both use simple xml formatted interface 

configuration files, many of the tool interfaces designed for Galaxy 

can be automatically transferred to the Yabi format. However, 

Yabi  additionally offers a command line tool, yabish, where users 

can design their workflows with the web-based graphical interface, 
and then automatically transfer that workflow into a pipeline suitable 

for running at the command line. This can be an intermediate step 

between offering a graphical user interface to the end user and 

having users do all of their analysis on the command line, while 

providing the benefits of logging, saved workflows, and remote data. 
For the benefit of server administrators, Yabi accesses data and 

submits jobs to computational clusters as the end user and not as 

the daemonized user; meaning data management is more secure 

and job submission has more equality.

 

We implemented Yabi as an analogous software application to 

Galaxy and provide contrasting benefits of both platforms. Moreover, 

we present tools that automatically parse and reformat tool 

configuration files for use in either the Galaxy or Yabi format. 
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Figure 2: Example screen shots from Galaxy workflow design to Yabish shell script execution. 

Data Mapping

.    

Both Yabi and Galaxy use databases to store data on tools that have 
been integrated, histories that users have completed, workflows that 

users have saved and information on datasets. In order to transfer 

this data from one system to the other these databases need to be 

mapped and contingencies must be in place for data that is stored in 

one system but not the other. 
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As seen in Figure 2, above, the modular design is intended to allow flexible design of analysis pipelines that easily flows back and 
forth between the interactive Galaxy web server and the powerful Yabish shell implementations.

    
(1.) The user runs an exploratory, interactive data analysis through the Galaxy web server 

(2.) The user decides to turn the analysis they designed into a workflow using the Galaxy editor.

(3.) The user exports the Galaxy workflow, with automated conversion to Yabi format. 
(4.) Yabi workflows can be run at the command line as a single pipeline with Yabish. 

This enables the use of a Graphical User Interface for the analysis and design of the workflow, but the command line for the actual 

running of the newly created pipeline on additional samples. This scenario gently introduces advanced Galaxy users to the terminal 

where pipelines run much more efficiently for large sample sets.
 

Figure 1: Import/Export Maps between Galaxy & Yabi. While 
converting data from Galaxy to Yabi is more pertinent to the task of 

exporting a Galaxy defined workflow, many other export and import 

scenarios are possible, including the export of a Galaxy history into 

Yabi.

This Galaxy/Yabi conversion tool will be made available open 
source in part through the Galaxy Toolshed, and in full at CPAN and 

the Github software repository as soon as beta testing is complete. 

While this tool was designed and configured for the CSHL Compute 

Environment, it may be adopted for other environments. Extensive 

documentation will be provided on how to do so. 

Figure 3: Yabi Jobs Table mapped to Galaxy Jobs Table. Showing 
the complexity of mapping data between the two programs. Many 

tables like these are required to be mapped. 
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